
rethinkingrefurbishmentLeeds back to back exemplar
We tested the house before and after the refurbishment, to 
evaluate the success of the various improvements. 

The elements were: 
 Wall insulation, internal and external

 Roof insulation

  Removing and roofing over the chimney, and taking out the secondary heating gas fire

  Improving energy performance by replacing grade E windows to grade A

 Replacement of 1.9 u value doors to 1.1 u value doors

 New efficient boiler and controls

  Passive stack kitchen ventilator and humidity controlled trickle vents

 Improving the air tightness of the building

Sefton Street, Beeston, Leeds

The finished project exterior

When seen as essentially part of a much larger building (back to 
back terrace), the ideal approach would be at street scale, though 
different types of tenure make it more difficult to act in concert.
Sefton Street is a back to back, it has only one outside wall, so  
it has a flying start when it comes to insulation. The only drawback  
is that party walls forming a “cold bridge” to outside constitute a 
greater proportion than in other house types. External insulation 
would overcome this. The concept of a “warm roof” and “cold roof” 
can similarly be applied to a “warm wall” and “cold wall”.  For 
buildings in continuous occupation, heating quality and thermal 
comfort are improved.
We were not allowed by the Planning Authority to test the house 
using external wall insulation. Evaluating such issues as cold bridging 
in this house type would have to wait for another opportunity! 

Internal shots reveal the cold spots in the fabric

Internal shots reveal the cold spots in the fabric

“Warm wall” and “cold wall” concept

Section Front elevation with wall and floor junctions  

Improvements
For the roof and wall insulation, we calculated the best 
performing materials at varying thickness using SAP, and 
evaluated their competing qualities for a given performance: for 
example thickness and loss of room space, ease of use, cost and 
payback, disruption to occupants and environmental footprint. 
Wall insulation of U-value 0.35 was achieved with ultra thin 
Aerogel, slightly expensive but losing only 1.2% of the floor area.

For the ventilation which is in some ways the most difficult to 
judge, we adduced several permutations, each seeking a balance 
between cost, use of energy (in the case of powered fans and 
systems), and ease of use.  The solution here was a “mixed 
mode” of some passive (free of energy use) ventilation and 
some trickle vents that open according to humidity levels in the 
building. One fan powered extractor was unavoidable, but it has 
a sensor to give control according to humidity.

For heating, the removal of the gas fire was a net gain. Not only 
was the heat lost up the chimney eliminated, but the conduction 
of room heat into the fabric of the chimney stack and up through 

the roof was also prevented. One thumping big “cold bridge” 
was done away with! The biggest improvement was a new 
condensing boiler, together with improved heating controls, 
saving energy and giving the house holder better control and  
the correct level of heat when needed. 

It was surprisingly cheap (10%) to improve the windows to 
Grade A from their usual specification (Grade E). 

Improving airtightness was one reason why the roof was 
insulated with spray on foam. Careful fitting of the windows and 
doors helped bring the air tightness down from 12.9 to 10.0

Other improvements were: 
  Smart Homes package with TV display, (to enable seamless 
future upgrade to digital age connectivity)

  low energy lighting throughout
 new roof covering in natural slate
  triple glazed roof window
  external insulation of the 
exposed basement wall.

The cost was slightly above  
target at £12,600 over the 
usual group repair cost.

Overall the improvements 
elevated the house from a  
SAP Rating of 59 D to a 
respectable 83 B.

New slated roof and triple glazed roof lightSpray polyurethane foam Pipes given clearance for external wall insulation

The main focus in Sefton Street has been 
discovering the savings in energy and CO2 that 
can be made within a set budget.

The houses are improved by the “Group 
Repair Scheme”, but the test house examines 
what can be achieved by an additional spend, 
maximum £10,000.
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